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ON THE BAPTISM 
 

On the Baptism A 

 

This is the fullness of the summary of knowledge which summary was revealed to us by 

our Lord Jesus Christ, the Monogenes. These are the sure and necessary items so that we 

may walk in them. But they are those of the first baptism [......The First] baptism is the 

Forgiveness of sins [...] said, [...] you to the [...] your sins the [...] is a pattern of the [...] 

of the Christ which is the equal of the [..within] him [...]. For the [...] of Jesus [...]. 

Moreover, the first baptism is the forgiveness of sins. We are brought from those of the 

right, that is, into the imperishability which is the Jordan. But that place is of the world. 

So we have been sent out of the world into the Aeon. For the interpretation of John is the 

Aeon, while the interpretation of that which is the upward progression, that is, our 

Exodus from the world into the Aeon. 

 

On the Baptism B 

 

[..... from the ] world into the Jordan and from the blindness of the world into the sight of 

God, from the carnal into the spiritual, from the physical into the angelic, from the 

created into the Pleroma, from the world into the Aeon, from the servitudes into sonship, 

from entanglements into one another, from the desert into our village, from the cold into 

the hot, from [...] into a [...] and we [...] into the [....thus] we were brought from seminal 

bodies into bodies with a perfect form. Indeed I entered by way of example the remnant 

for which the Christ rescued us in the fellowship of his Spirit. And he brought us forth 

who are in him, and from now on the souls will become perfect spirits. Now the things 

granted us by the first baptism [....invisible ...which] is his, since [.......speak][about...].... 
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